Is there a cure for HIV and AIDS?

FAST FACTS

- There is no cure for HIV, although antiretroviral treatment can control the virus, meaning that people with HIV can live long and healthy lives.

- Most research is looking for a functional cure where HIV is reduced to undetectable and harmless levels in the body permanently, but some residual virus may remain.

- Other research is looking for a sterilising cure where HIV is eradicated from the body completely, but this is more complex and risky.

- Trials of HIV vaccines are encouraging, but so far offer partial protection only.

There is no cure for HIV yet. However, treatment can control HIV and enable people to live a long and healthy life. This may include attaining an undetectable viral load. If you think you've been at risk of HIV, it's important to get tested. Testing is the only way to know for sure if you have the virus.

If you've already tested and your result is positive, you’ll be advised to start antiretroviral treatment as soon as possible. Treatment is the only way to manage HIV and prevent it from damaging your immune system. It also reduces the risk of passing HIV on to your sexual partners.
Will there ever be a cure for HIV?

Researchers and scientists believe that we can find a cure for HIV. We know a lot about HIV, as much as certain cancers. Scientists are researching two types of cure: a functional cure and a sterilising cure (there is no 'natural cure' or 'herbal cure') for HIV. (There will never be an AIDS cure because AIDS is a defining set of symptoms rather than a virus, like HIV.)

A functional cure

A functional cure would suppress the amount of HIV virus in the body to such low levels that it can’t be detected or make you ill – but it would still be present. Some people think that antiretroviral treatment is effectively a functional cure, but most define a functional cure as something that suppresses the virus without the need for ongoing antiretroviral treatment.

There are a few examples of people considered to have been functionally cured, such as the Mississipi Baby, but in all these cases the virus has re-emerged. Most of these people received antiretroviral treatment very quickly after infection or birth.

A sterilising cure

A sterilising cure is one where the HIV virus is eradicated from the body completely, including from hidden reservoirs. There is only one known person who’s been cured in this way: Timothy Brown, also known as the ‘Berlin Patient’.

In 2007-08, Brown had chemotherapy and a bone marrow transplant to treat leukaemia. His transplant came from someone with a natural genetic resistance to HIV. He was cured of HIV but scientists don’t fully understand why. Also, because bone marrow transplants can be dangerous, they’re not practical as a wider HIV cure. However, this process has given researchers important information that they’re using to work towards a cure.

Researching an HIV cure: the main approaches

1. 'Activate and eradicate' (sometimes known as ‘Shock and kill’) which aims to flush the virus out of its reservoirs and then kill the infected cells.
2. Gene editing which aims to change immune cells so they can’t be infected by HIV.
3. ‘Immune modulation’ which is looking for ways to permanently change the immune system to better fight HIV.
4. Stem cell transplants which aim to completely eliminate a person’s infected immune system and replace it with a donor immune system. This is the most complex and risky approach.

While there is promising research being carried out in these areas, there is no cure on the horizon.

An HIV vaccine

A number of HIV vaccine trials show encouraging results. However, so far, a vaccine would only offer partial protection and would need to be used in combination with other prevention and treatment options.
What should I do until there’s a cure for HIV?

For now, the best thing to do for your health is to test regularly for HIV. If you have the virus, start antiretroviral treatment as soon as possible and keep taking it regularly as prescribed.

HELP US HELP OTHERS

Avert.org is helping to prevent the spread of HIV and improve sexual health by giving people trusted, up-to-date information.

We provide all this for FREE, but it takes time and money to keep Avert.org going.

Can you support us and protect our future?

Every contribution helps, no matter how small.

PLEASE DONATE NOW
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